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SHORTER ARTICLES,
COMMENTS AND NOTES

The Legal Status of Soviet Foreign
Trade Organizations in View of

New Soviet Legislation
The Soviet Union has promulgated some statutes and decisions that have
significantly changed Soviet legislation concerning foreign trade and the
legal capacities of Soviet Foreign Trade Organizations (FTOs). These
changes have great importance because of their legal effects on the foreign
trade negotiations between American firms and the FTOs, which are the
only trade partners of the American firms and corporations in AmericanSoviet foreign trade.I
In May 1978, for the first time in the history of Soviet foreign trade, the
Soviet government adopted a specific status for FTOs. The FTOs' charters
themselves were changed after the Decision of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) Council of Ministers on May 31, 1978. That decision
outlined the procedure and terms of the reorganization of the Soviet Foreign Trade Organizations into Soviet Economic Accountability Foreign
Trade Organizations (FTOs), 2 which are subunits of the USSR Ministry of
Foreign Trade.
The reorganization program primarily attempted to bring the system of
Soviet Foreign Trade into accord with the various branches of the Soviet
economy. As a rule, the FTOs were created as a device to facilitate export
and import operations in definite branches of Soviet economy.3 The principle was to organize FTOs into specialized Foreign Trade Firms (FTFs)
which could conduct export and import operations for definite classes of

'J. W. DE PAUW, SOVIET-AMERICAN TRADE NEGOTIATIONS (1979).
SOBRANIE POSTANOVLENII PRAVITELSTVA SSSR [COLLECTION OF DECREES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE USSR], No. 13, Item 91. (1978).
3
Smirnov, The Legal Status of the Foreign Trade Organization, [1978] VNESHIAIA TORGOULIA, No. 10 at 34 [hereinafter cited as FOREIGN TRADE].
2
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goods. 4 For example, FTO Soyuzpushnina (the fur trade) consists of four
FTFs: Fur, Leather, Raw Materials and Fur Auctions. 5
The specialization of the FTO is intended to operate even when the FTO
serves many branches of the Soviet economy. Thus, the FTO Licensintorg,
whose task is to export and import patents, licenses, "know-how" and other
intellectual property, has within its structure the FTF, Licensmit. Licensmet
gives, acquires and conducts commercial barter of rights in the field of
black and nonferrous metal; it also exports and imports goods and services
connected with its activity. Another firm, Licensenergo, also part of the
FTO, Licensintorg, conducts similar activities in the fields of energetics and
electrical engineering, etc. Licenstorg is comprised of seven FTFs that serve
the import and export demands for intellectual property in specific
branches of Soviet industry. An eighth FTF, Limco, exports and imports
raw materials needed to master
the machines, equipment, materials, and
6
and/or use the licenses that are traded.
With each FTO having its own area of specialization, Soviet and American scholars have had to take a new look at the problem of corporations
acting ultra vires because certain FTOs now are limited by charter to the
exporting and importing of definite and specific goods.
Article 26 of the Civil Code of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist
Republic (RSFSR) 7 provides that a legal person is entitled to civil rights
and is to be burdened with obligations only in accordance with the established purposes of its activities. Moreover, Article 50 of this Code determines that a legal act (contract or other transaction) concluded by a legal
person which contradicts the purposes indicated in that "person's" charter
is invalid, and according to Article 59, its invalidity relates back to the time
it was concluded.
Legal acts in contravention of a charter are called "extra-charter transactions" under Soviet law. According to Articles 48 and 49 of the RFSFR
Civil Code each of the parties involved in such a transaction must make
restitution of everything it has received (or the money equivalent). In the
alternative, each party must forfeit to the state everything which it has
received from the other party if the transaction was acknowledged to have
been conducted intentionally "for a purpose known to be contrary to the
interests of the socialist state or society".

is necessary to note that in the Soviet economic law a firm name has another meaning; as
a rule it is a combine of enterprises, legal persons, in which the staff of one of them conducts
the management of all enterprises. See Rachmilovich, The State Enterpriseand Its Organizations, Legal Persons. SOVIETSK IA JUSTITSIA No. 8 at 7 (1968) [hereinafter cited as SOVIET
4It

JUST.]

'1979 No. 4 at 119791 FOREIGN TRADE, supra note 3, No. 4 at 53.
'1972 No. 10 at id. No. 10 at 53.
'All government organizations and FTOs with whom the American firms conduct negotiations and conclude transactions are located in Moscow, which is the capital of both the USSR
and the RSFSR. Therefore, the RFSFR Civil Code usually applies to these transactions. The
Civil Codes of other Union Republics contain corresponding articles.

So Piet Foreign Trade Organizations
None of the Soviet scholars doubt that these provisions can be applied to
foreign trade transactions. D. F. Ramzaitzev has written that the scope of
the legal capacity of FTOs is determined by the FTO's charter, and each
combine (FTO) has the right to conclude only those transactions whose
object corresponds to its charter. Otherwise, the transaction would be
"extra-charter", i e., concluded beyond the scope of the legal capacity of the
8
combine. Such a transaction would be invalid.
Professor L. Lunts concluded that a "transaction that goes beyond the
bounds of the charter of a Foreign Trade Organization is invalid irrespec9
tive of whether the transaction was concluded in the USSR or abroad."
Professor V. Laptev, in a lecture devoted to the legal status of FTOs at a
conference of Soviet and American scholars, said, "[A] legal entity may
engage only in such activity as conforms to the object or purpose of its
legal capacity of a foreign trade association is
activity. . . . The special
0
defined in its charter."'
American scholars have made less categorical statements. John Quigly
concluded that
where a combine is dealing with a foreign party, the restitution and forfeiture
remedies would often be unenforceable. A Soviet tribunal cannot compel a foreign purchaser to return Soviet goods and a foreign tribunal would not be likely
to force one of its nationals to forfeit money or oods simply because the wrong
Soviet combine was involved in the transaction.'I
This point of view coincides with Soviet Professor D. M. Genkin's view,
that where the contract has been fully executed, the application against a
foreign partner of the sanction of forfeiture or of the remedy of restitution
would be completely unacceptable.' 2 However, this statement prompted a
correct response: "Yet there is no doubt that such transactions are invalid,
that harsh remedies are theoretically available under Soviet legislation, and
transthat Professor Genkin's distinction between executory and executed
3
actions has nothing to recommend it except its common sense."'
Professors Harold J. Berman and George L. Bustin, the authors of the
preceding remark, preferred the common sense of another Soviet scholar,
Professor V. S. Pozdniakov, who criticized Professor Genkin for even suggesting that the provisions on extra-charter transactions might be applicable
to foreign trade transactions. The most recent book devoted to the legal
'D. F. RAMZAITZEV, PRAVOVYE VOPROSY VNESHNEI TORGOVLI SSSR [LEGAL PROBLEMS OF
THE FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.] 52 (1954).
'L.A. LUNTS, MEZDUNARODNOYE CHASTNOE PRAVO: OSOBENNAIA CHAST [INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LAW; PARTICULAR PART] 51 (1963).
"0Laptev, The Legal Status of Sopiet Foreign Trade Organizations, 5 DEN. J. INT'L L. &
POL'Y 283, 287 (1975).
"J. Quigley, THE SOVIET FOREIGN TRADE MONOPOLY 119 (1974).
2
1 D.M. GENKIN. PRAVOVOYE VOPROSY VNESHNEI TORGOVLI SSSR S EVROPEISKIMI
STRANAMI NARODNOI DEMOKRATII [Legal Problems of the Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. with

European Countries of People's Democracy] 70 (1955).

3
' Berman and Bustin, The Soviet System o/ForeignTrade in BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS WITH
THE USSR 25, 47 (R. STARRED [hereinafter cited as Berman] 1975).
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problems of Soviet foreign trade, published by Prof. Pozdniakov, indicates
the converse. In this book, the Soviet law concerning the invalidity of
extra-charter transactions and their consequences is discussed in the section
14
entitled, "The Civil Capacity of the Foreign Trade Organizations."'
In sum, then, the concept of ultra vires has provoked a debate that
acquires special significance in light of the definitions and structures in the
new FTO charters.
The rules of the FTOs have given the FTFs the right to conclude transactions with foreign trade pc rtners and, what is more important, the directors
of the FTFs have been granted rights to sign transactions without a power
of attorney, i.e., ex officio. This provision is repeated in all FTO charters,
and it creates two problems: first, whether the FTO, or just its subdivision,
the FTF, is liable for the obligations related to these transactions; and second, does the partner concluding such transactions have the competence of
the FTO in general, or only that of the FTF? These questions 15can be
answered only by clarifying whether the FTF is a "legal person".
Article 23 of the Civil Code of the RSFSR gives the concept of legal
persons to an organization which possesses separate property. An organization may acquire property and non-property rights and have obligations,
and it may act as a plaintiff or defendant before a court or arbitration panel,
whether public or private. Obviously, these criteria have to be used in the
definition of the legal status of FTF. In addition, every FTO charter
defines whether or not the FTFs are "legal persons".
As a rule, firms are not legal persons, but they sometimes take on that
appearance. For example, of the four FTFs in FTO Soyuzpushnina, three
of them-"Fur", "Raw Animal Materials" and "Leather"-are not legal
persons; but the fourth, "Fur Auction", is a legal person. The legal position
of the "Fur Auction" FTF will be defined not only by the charter of FTO
Soyuzpushnina but by a special statute like an FTO charter, which will be
adopted by the USSR Minister of Foreign Trade.
For FTFs that are not legal persons, statutes are adopted by the General
Director of the FTO. An FTF that is not a legal person concludes transactions on behalf of, and in the name of, the FTO, and these transactions thus
produce rights and obligations for the FTO, which is liable for the execution of these transactions.
If a subdivision of an FTF, e.g., in manufacturing, concludes a contract,
that subdivision acts not with the authority of a power of attorney, but as an
entity with competencies defined by statute. Prof. V. V. Laptev has
described how this worked for the FTOs' predecessors, 16 the Soviet Eco"V. S. POZDNIAKOV, EXPORTNO-IMPORTNYE OPERAZZI, PRAVOVOYE REGULIROVANIE [ExPORT-IMPORT OPERATIONS. THE LAW GOVERNING.] 16 (1970).

"If the definition of the legal subjectivity of the subdivisions of organizations were denied, it
would be impossible to regulate the subdivisions' legal status, rights and obligations, and without it it would be impossible to imagine the coordinate actions of subdivisions. Konyayev,
1978 SOVETSKOE GOsUDARSTVO I PRAvo No. 3 at 93 [hereinafter cited as SOVIET ST. & L.].
16[1978 SOVIET ST. & L., id No. 8 at 3.
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nomic Organizations. His description applies to the FTOs also. A subdivision is entitled on behalf of the organization to take part in the regulating of
disagreements while contracts are being concluded, executed and canceled.
Thus, the subdivisions are entitled to conclude contracts without the need to
go through the additional formalities,' 7 and the FTFs not only will conclude contracts with foreign partners, but will perform the contracts also.
A statute regulating FTFs will be worked out in the near future, 18 but
some aspects of FTF operations and authority can be understood from the
relevant FTO and FTF statutes and from the provisions of the Soviet law
and scholarly research relevant to this question. 19
Because the FTFs have the right to conclude foreign trade transactions
on behalf of and in the name of an FTO, it is not important if an FTF
concludes a transaction on goods attributed by statute or by the FTO charter to another FTF in the FTO. In any case, the transaction creates rights
and obligations for the FTO in general, not for the separate FTFs. The
FTO, of course, could not refer to such a transaction as "extra-charter".
The analysis above is fair, however, only if the FTF is not a legal person,
because legal persons, even if they are subdivisions of another legal person,
acquire rights and obligations of their own.20 Hence, FTFs that are legal
persons. conclude contracts only in their own name and behalf, and only
they are liable for execution of these contracts. The FTO and the state are
21
not liable.
Only goods attributed to the competence of a FTF-legal person by the
statute of such Firm, or by the charter of an FTO may be the subject of
negotiations. Thus, the FTF, "Fur Auction", can conclude only transactions done in its own name and behalf and done in regard to goods sold at
the Auction. But, if the transaction was concluded by another FTF in FTO
Soyuzpushnina (a nonlegal person), the transaction will be concluded in the
name and on behalf of the FTO, so it would not matter if the goods in the
transaction were attributed to the FTF or to the FTO.
' 7Zinchenko & Rudman, The participatingof the manufacturing subdivisions in the negotiations of the organization 11978] SOVIET JUST., supra note 4 at 10. The same rights are received
by the Foreign Trade Firms which are entitled to conclude Foreign Trade Transactions in the
name of and on behalf of FTO.
"See FOREIGN TRADE, note 3 supra. 1980, No. 1 at 48.
'It should be noted that the Soviet legal scholars have published many research studies on
this theme. See Z. M. ZAMENGOF, PRAVOVOY REZIM IMYSHCHESTVA CHOZIAIATVENNYCH
ORGANOV [THE LEGAL REGIME OF THE ASSETS OF THE ECONOMICAL ORGANS] (1972); V. K.
MAMUTOV, PREDPIATIE I VYSHESTOYASCHII CHOZIAISTVENNYI ORGAN [THE ENTERPRISE AND
HIGHER ECONOMICAL ORGAN] (1969).
2

°CIv. CODE, art. 23 (RFSFR of the U.S.S.R.).
2Some Soviet scholars have suggested applying "stepped liability" to legal persons, that is,

to subdivisions of organizations which are also legal persons. The essence of this method
consists of satisfying financial claims from the assets of the subdivision (first step), and if these
assets are not enough to cover the claims, the organization bears the subsidiary liability with
assets belonging to it (second step). But these suggestions have not found support in legislation
or in most legal research. See Laptev, Pravovoye polozhenie obyedinenii v promyshlennosti.
[The Legal Status of Organizationsin Industry] 11973] Soviet St. & L. Id. No. 8 at 18.
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The complicated legal status of FTOs and their FTFs justifies the conclusion that parties dealing with Soviet FTOs should try to ascertain what limitations exist and, in some cases, should seek guarantees against adverse
22
consequences.
James H. Giffen has advised American traders to examine the charters of
the particular FTOs with which they are about to negotiate, prior to any
such negotiations, to determine the scope23of the organization's capacity for
entering into foreign trade transactions.
Significant changes have been made in how FTOs are managed. Each
FTO now has the following organs: the Board, a General Director, his deputies and Directors of the FTFs.
The Board is known in Soviet economic law as an organ of management.
Under Articles.354 and 357 of the Civil Code of RSFSR (1922), joint stock
companies, including those acting in foreign trade, were managed by the
Board, which controls all affairs of the company and which in all cases had
its representatives in the court and before other organizations and persons.
The Board concluded all negotiations which were within the competence
of the company. If the company had a Director-Manager, he acted under
the force of the Board's power of attorney. Under the new laws, an FTO
Board would not have such power; it would most probably be a consultative organ, while the General Director would manage the FTO on the principle of one-man management.
FTO Boards will include representatives of the industrial ministries,
large manufacturing plants and Foreign Trade Offices. (The latter will not
work in this FTO.) The competency of the Board's staff demonstrates that
its activity will be concentrated on the inner problems of FTO; the foreign
partners will not have to deal with the staff.
The General Director of an FTO has management responsibility for all
affairs of the FTO, including all issues that arise during negotiations with
foreign partners. The General Director concludes and signs all transactions
with foreign partners.
A Soviet legal person has property independence, and in the FTO statutes, it is emphasized that only the FTO itself is liable for obligations
incurred by the FTO. Neither the Soviet state 24 or other Soviet legal persons are liable for such obligations.
However, the creation of FTF-legal persons in the structure of FTO
requires that the FTFs be provided with funds that will be under the control of the operational management of the FTO (the owner remains the
Soviet state).
2

See Berman, note 13 supra.

23J. GIFFEN, THE LEGAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF TRADE WITH THE SOVIET UNION

153

(1969).
4
1 See 65 AM. J. OF INT'L L., 805, 806 (1971) and 13 HARV. INT'L L. J., 316, 319 (1972)
discussing the case of Prelude Corporation V. The Owner of M/V ATLANTIK and other named
Vessels, Known as the USSR, Civ. No. C-71-1!23 GBH (N.D. Calif., June 15, 1971).
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P. Smirnov has written that it is possible to suggest that the FTF-legal
persons will secure a part of the FTO's assets. 2 5 Also, it is possible that
such funds will be supplied by the USSR Ministry of Foreign Trade, as that
Ministry affirms the statute of any FTF-legal person. In either case, the
liability for the obligations incurred by the FTF-legal persons will be covered only by those assets which were provided to the Firm for operational
management and which are subject to execution under the firms' statutes.
Neither the FTO itself, nor the Ministry of Foreign Trade, nor the State
would be liable for obligations incurred by a structural subdivision of the
FTO that is a legal person. Such liability of the persons that are subdivisions of other legal persons, is established by Soviet law with respect to
other partners in foreign trade relations.
For example, the merchant-steamship companies are partners in foreign
trade relations, for the obligations incurred by the Steamship Company,
only the Steamship Company itself is liable. Also, the liability extends only
to the assets that belong directly to it. For the obligations incurred by the
enterprises that are subdivisions of the company, one may look for satisfaction only to the enterprises and the assets that they have secured. Further,
there is no reciprocal liability. 26 According to Article 273 of the 1968
answerable
Merchant Shipping Code of the USSR, "A shipowner shall be 27
for his obligations to the extent of property belonging to him."
Because the FTO itself is secured with a very small quantity of chartered
funds (Soyuzpushnina's fund consists of only 5 million rubles, near $6 million (U.S.)), and only a portion of it is subject to attachment and execution,
it is possible to suggest that the chartered funds of its subdivisions will be
much less than the value of one contract concluded with a foreign trade
partner. Thus, it is very important for the partner of an FTF-legal person
to protect itself by a bank guarantee of payment, for example, from the
USSR Bank for Foreign Trade.
PYOTR RABINOVICH

New York City

TRADE, note 3 supra.
"FOREIGN
2
6Statute of State Merchant Steamship Company,

Article 4.

SBORNIK NORMA-

TIVNYCHACTOV PO MORSKOMY PRAVY [THE COLLECTION OF NORMATIVE ACTS ON MARITIME

LAW] 7 (1968).
"See THE MERCHANT SHIPPING CODE OF THE U.S.S.R. 108 (W. Butler and J. Quigley, eds.
1968).

